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ABSTRACT 

All farmers are consumers of data. Field fertility, prices of commodities, production per 

acre: farmers make use of data to do their jobs better. Egg producers typically know their 

daily egg production numbers. On top of that, they receive periodic “gradeouts”, which 

indicate the quality of the eggs (sizes, quantities, and types). A farmer might use this data 

to watch for telltale signs of disease in a flock (increase in deaths), or for unexpected 

drops in egg production (perhaps indicating a facility problem, a feed problem, or 

disease). Could the data also inform the producers about the optimal length of time to 

keep a flock in production (flock duration, or time from start of lay to end of lay) in order 

to maximize economic value? 

This study examines one producer’s data (daily egg production, hen mortality, and 

weekly gradeouts) in order to estimate the optimal flock duration. The objective is to 

maximize economic value, so the first step is to create a new variable (daily economic 

value). This data is then modeled, and the model used to compute the average daily value 

over a cycle of egg production. The objective is to provide a model enabling a farmer to 

maximize his or her lifetime income, achieved by maximizing the average daily value 

over every egg cycle.  

According to this analysis, the farmer could have kept his hens far longer than he did, 

which would have resulted in income of about $18.50/day more than he actually 

received, consistent with the recommendation for flock duration of the hen producers. 

This daily increase translates into an additional yearly income of nearly $7,000. 

Key words: Shaver White, optimal laying period,  maximizing lifetime revenue, real-

time forecasting.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In the summer of 2010 one of the authors (Long) visited a poultry farm in Manitoba, 

Canada. The farmer (Randy Wiebe) had approximately 20,000 hens in production at the 

time (Shaver White leghorns, produced by Hendrix Genetics). According to an industry 

document, “Shaver White is a very efficient layer, producing many medium egg size eggs 

with a relative low feed intake. Low mortality with good egg quality makes it an ideal 

white laying bird.” (ISA, 2011a) The hens were ordered from the producer and delivered 

at 19 weeks of age, the approximate age at which the hens begin to ovulate. According to 

Hendrix Genetics, this breed of hen should produce from about 18 to 80 weeks of age 

before being replaced (ISA, 2011b). The transition involves killing the laying hens and 

disposing of their carcasses (the remains are composted), cleaning out the barns, 

sanitizing the facility to ensure that diseases are not transmitted from one flock to 

another, and then the next group of hens is introduced to the barns. This process takes the 

farmer about 10 days (Wiebe, personal communication, 2011).  

The essential question from the farmer’s perspective is this: how long should the current 

flock be kept in production (the optimal duration, from start of lay to end of lay)? As hens 

age, they do become less productive (Leeson, 2008): in particular, they no longer reliably 

produce an egg a day; egg shells are not as strong as they once were; and their eggs tend 

to be larger, and hence more prone to cracking. In addition there is a steady loss of hens 

to mortality. These changes in the flock and in its egg production account for the need for 

the transition to a new flock. At what point should the current hens be replaced with a 

new flock? Since individual hen production is not monitored, the entire flock gets an up-
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or-down vote on whether they should remain in production or be replaced. Furthermore, 

the farmer needs to alert the hen producers well in advance, because new hens arrive at 

19 weeks of age, after a three-week incubation: hence, the farmer must give at least 22 

weeks of lead time for a new flock (and undoubtedly more, because the eggs must be 

obtained and prepared for incubated).  

This paper has as its objective the development of a strategy for the use of the farmer’s 

data and reasonable estimates of pertinent parameters to determine optimal flock 

duration. How does the farmer choose the optimal duration for his egg production cycle? 

The farmer whose data is presented here kept his flock for approximately 53 weeks post-

placement, from the start of lay: was this choice optimal? It is difficult to find a precise 

recommendation for the duration of lay. Van Sambeek (2010) provides both historical 

and current estimates of actual practice in a Hendrix Genetics document: “Together with 

the extension of the laying cycle from 68 to 75 weeks of age, this results in 70 more eggs 

in the last two decades… Currently the brown-egg birds are kept to 80 – 85 weeks and 

the white-egg birds in some markets to 85 – 90 weeks.” 

There are several important constraints that are incorporated into the model: when the 

hens are replaced, there is an approximately 10-day period when production goes to zero: 

the hen houses must be cleaned and sanitized before the new birds arrive; the farmer must 

pay to kill and dispose of the hens, because the hens cannot be sold (simply because there 

is no market2); and the farmer must also purchase the new birds, and pay into the 

Canadian government’s levy system for egg production management.  

                                                 
2 Wiebe (personal communication, 2011) formerly sold the spent hens to the Campbell Soup company, but 
that market has dried up. “The revenue from the spent hens has decreased over the years…” (van Sambeek, 
2010) 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In the analysis to follow several functions and parameters are introduced: 

• D – the duration of a flock’s egg production cycle. This is the independent 

variable, to be chosen to maximize economic return over a production cycle. 

• TFC – the Transition Fixed Cost between flocks 

• ADC – the Average Daily Cost to keep a hen housed. This was estimated using 

feed cost, levy cost, and labor costs. 

• TD – the Transition Duration. 

• DR(t) – Daily Return function, which estimates the economic value of the egg 

production for each day t. 

• ADR(D) – the Average Daily Return function, which incorporates the egg 

production phase (through ADC and DR) as well as the transition phase (fixed 

costs TFC). It is a function of the duration of a flock D (in days). This function 

will be maximized by choosing the optimal duration D for the flock. 

The first objective is to obtain estimates for the daily return data, which is derived from 

two other data sets: the daily egg production numbers; and the gradeouts, which indicate 

the quality of the eggs (sizes and types). A typical gradeout sheet shows what proportion 

of the eggs fall into the following categories: extra large, large, medium, small, peewee, 

grade B, grade C/cracked, and rejects. Table 1 contains the information conveyed in a 

typical grade out. 

Each gradeout is dated by the day the company does the sorting. As such, it does not 

represent the actual quality for that day, but rather lags the actual date of egg production 

by several days. To simplify the analysis, however, the invoice date on the gradeout is 
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treated as that day of production. For any day lacking gradeout information, interpolated 

values of gradeout information were ascribed to that day, using simple linear 

interpolation (a very conservative scheme). Linear extrapolation was also used to predict 

egg production into the future beyond the end of Wiebe’s data for the cycle. 

Here is an example of the calculation of daily return. Suppose that one wishes to compute 

the daily return of the eggs for August 1, 2009, and that 2,000 dozen eggs had been 

produced. One would compute 

 

where proportion(i) and price(i) are the relative proportion and price for each of the eight 

grades of eggs on that date. Once the daily return data was compiled, the product of 

logistic functions was used to model the data: 

 

Logistics have been used in modeling egg production elsewhere (Bindya et al, 2010; 

Grossman et al, 2000; Miyoshi et al, 1996). This product model satisfied several relevant 

criteria: a graph of the daily return shows it soaring up, followed by a period of roughly 

fixed returns; then, eventually, the value begins to sag, and appears to drop steadily 

towards the axis (see Figure 1). Each parameter in this model serves one of these 

purposes. Roughly, 

• c represents the maximum height of the return curve; 

• ai represents the inclination (steepness) of each logistic; 

• bi represents the location of the center of each logistic. 
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Non-linear regression was used to fit the parameters of the model (Draper and Smith, 

1998), with the graphical result shown in Figure 1 and with the model parameter values 

for this fit given in Table 2. 

Once the Daily Return is modeled, one moves to the final step: creating the Average 

Daily Return function. This function is made up of two phases: the egg production phase, 

and the transition phase. The first phase, which is income-generating, is given by the 

integralof the modeled Daily Return over the production period minus the average daily 

costs per day times the duration D: 

 

The second phase, the transition phase, is simply a loss of Transition Fixed Costs, or 

TFC. Averaged by the number of days in a cycle, one arrives at the Average Daily Return 

function: 

 

The graph of the ADR function for Wiebe’s data is shown in Figure 2. 

To find the optimal value of the duration D which maximizes ADR, one differentiates 

ADR with respect to D and solves for a root of the derivative to find the critical point (a 

maximum). This was accomplished numerically using Newton’s method, with 

approximate solution D = 436 days. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Economic Consequences from the Model 

The optimal duration of D gives an average daily return of about $303.76. If the farmer 

had stopped at 51 weeks, his average daily return would have been $275.87; as it was, the 

farmer kept his hens 53 weeks, and so received $285.18 per day for the cycle.  

Clearly, however, there is economic value remaining in the hens: they were killed 

prematurely. According to these results, the farmer could have made an additional 

$10,186.82/year against a 51-week phase, and an extra $6786.34/year against his own 

strategy of 53 weeks.  

The hens are clearly predicted to produce declining daily revenues in the period beyond 

the 371 days of the actual experiment (Figure 1). This extrapolation of hen performance 

beyond the period for which actual data exists, for 10 weeks past the actual end of the 

production phase, provides a prediction based on the data and past performance. If the 

farmer trusts this analysis, believing that he can keep his hens producing at the 

diminished level predicted by the model, then he would be wise to keep his hens longer; 

if he doesn’t trust the model, he should call an end to the phase, and order replacements. 

The decline predicted by the model is not unreasonable: others have projected similar 

gradual declines in productivity (Figure 3), rather than precipitous declines. 

Real-Time Forecasting of Optimal Duration 

The farmer will need sufficient warning about the predicted optimal duration of the flock, 

because it takes at least 19 weeks for the replacement hens to be raised, plus three weeks 

for incubation, for a total of 154 days. The 10 day transition phase provides a slight 

cushion, but if it takes 10 days for the hen producer to prepare the eggs, then the farmer 

will require 22 weeks of advance notice of the flock’s “D-Day”. The modeling procedure 
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was carried out on successive subsets of the data, starting 150 days into the process. In 

the early going, egg production data from the flock gives the impression that the flock 

should continue producing eggs forever: there is no noticeable degradation in the 

economic value of the flock (Figure 4, 171 days). Soon, however, the farmer begins to 

notice the sag in economic value, and the modeling process successfully fits parameters 

to the second logistic in the product model (which represents the decline). Once those 

parameters are successfully estimated, prediction of the ultimate duration D becomes 

feasible. Figure 4 (240 days) shows example results in this portion of the data. The 

farmer could use this modeling process to get a daily estimate of duration D, as shown in 

Figure 4 (continuous results for days through 371). The plateau at the beginning is the 

phase during which no estimate of the duration is possible, followed by a declining but 

asymptoting curve, tending to a prediction of 436 days, by about 270 days. The value 

changed little after that, suggesting that the farmer in this case would have had 

approximately 170 days warning – 24 weeks remaining – to order the replacement hens. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Because all models are wrong (but some models are useful) it is important to conduct a 

sensitivity analysis of the results. Assume that the model (product of logistics) is properly 

specified, but that the parameters are not correct. Draper and Smith (1998) suggest 

several diagnostics for non-linear regression, including the use of what they call 

“confidence contours”. Associated with the parameters of a non-linear regression are 

standard errors, and regions of higher likelihood sets of parameters. A 95% confidence 

contour is a region such that parameter sets on the surface of the (5-dimensional) region 
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of parameter space are equi-probable, and such that confidence that the true parameter 

values are actually in that region is 95%.  

1000 samples from the parameter space were randomly chosen, subject to the constraint 

that they fell within the 95% confidence contour. Prediction of duration D was made in 

each case, and the results are given in Figure 5. While the variation in the predicted 

values of D increases as one approaches the boundary of the confidence contour, it is 

clear that the value of D stays in the vicinity of 436 (min: 392; max: 581; mean: 443). .  

Hypothesis and Summary 

One possibility that explains the preservation of a flock in the face of declining economic 

return is that by extending the duration of a cycle, and hence keeping the hens longer, the 

total number of unproductive transition periods is reduced over time. Each transition is 

very expensive, requires much labor, and prevents the farmer from earning money for 

eggs. Extending duration implies trading a few of these expensive transitions for slightly 

lower production near the end of a cycle. 

The conclusion is simple: the data on the hens studied suggests that they had not 

exhausted their economic value when they were replaced. They were replaced too soon, 

and this cost the farmer roughly $7,000 per year. Mr. Wiebe might use data relevant to 

his flock’s performance to decide when to swap out the flock. The tools developed for 

Mr. Wiebe’s case study allow any farmer to make an informed decision about flock 

duration as the egg production cycle plays out, so that the farmer may be able to make a 

better informed decision about when to replace a flock (and do so in time to actually plan 

for its optimal replacement). Relatively soon into the egg production phase (by day 270) 

the model had reached the asymptotic value of optimal duration. That left the farmer 
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about 24 weeks in which to order the next group of hens. That may not be enough “play”, 

because the hen producers must have at least 22 weeks of warning. 

In any event, in any endeavor, one should use the data that one has to best effect – and 

the data processing and modeling procedure described herein provides a strategy for Mr. 

Wiebe to manage his decisions more effectively. In particular, it may allow a poultry 

farmer to determine the optimal lifespan of flock. 
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APPENDIX 

Tables: 

Table 1: This is the gradeout information for August 1, 2009. The hens are in the peak 

phase, where they are producing ideally (that is, mostly large eggs). Note that there’s no 

economic advantage to producing extra large eggs: by the end of the run, 53% are large, 

32% are extra large, and only 10% are medium. 

 

Quality/Grade Percent of total Dozens Price/dozen Value($) 

Canada A EXTRA LARGE 9.21%  995 1.5400 1,532.30 

Canada A LARGE 56.80%  6134 1.5400 9,446.36 

Canada A MEDIUM 28.89%  3120 1.3600 4,243.20 

Canada A SMALL   0.82% 89 0.9400 83.66 

Canada A PEEWEE   0.00% 0 0.2425 0.00 

Canada B 0.40% 43 0.4500 19.35 

Cracks/Canada C 2.78% 300 0.1500  45.00 

Rejects/Broken 1.10% 119 0.0000 0.00 

 

Table 2: The model parameter estimates for the Daily Return model in Equation (1): 

Sigma hat = .00876;  degrees of freedom = 363. 

 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error 

a1 .0941 (.0070) 
b1 16.1 (0.7) 
c 0.118 (.003) 
a2 .00713 (.00271) 
b2 591 (73) 
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Figures: 

Figure 1: The derived daily economic value data and the model fit. The model is a 

product of logistic functions, one to model the soaring increase in economic value in the 

early weeks, and the second to model the slow decrease in economic value as hens die, 

and hens go into menopause leading to more days without eggs (Robinson et al, 2001) 

and to weaker shells (Bell et al, 1979). This plot and the model (shown extending beyond 

the data in time) is important because it predicts to the farmer the expected decline in 

economic return. If the projected decline actually occurs, then the farmer will still make 

the additional profit predicted to accrue due to the extended production cycle; if the hens 

do even better, then it suggests that the model was too conservative, and the hens could 

do better if left even longer; if not as well, then the model was overly optimistic, and 

farmer won’t see the profit expected. 
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Figure 2: The Average Daily Return function, which looks roughly parabolic for the 

period of interest. The points indicated on the graph correspond to the optimal value (at 

the peak), and the durations of 371 days (used by Wiebe for this production cycle) and 

357 days (which leads to a roughly once-per-year cycle – convenient, but economically 

sub-optimal). 
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Figure 3: Others have proposed extending the useful life of hens. This figure illustrates 

projected declines in egg production for an unspecified (by supposedly representative) 

breed of hen. Notice that the authors are not projecting dramatic declines in egg 

production, which suggests that the projections of our model are not unreasonable 

(Sambeek, 2010). 
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Figure 4: The poultry farmer accumulates data from the beginning of a cycle. For awhile, 

the daily return hovers up high, and shows no degradation (e.g. 171 days). At this point, 

the model essentially suggests that the flock go on producing forever. But inevitably, 

fewer hens will produce fewer eggs, with more cracks, etc., and parameters fitting the 

second part of the model, the logistic function modeling the decline, will be obtained (e.g. 

240 days). Once a fit to the five parameters of the full model is obtained, a fit to duration 

is also obtained. The successive models produced an asymptotic value of approximately 

436 days by about 270 days in. The value changed little after that. Hence the farmer has 

approximately 170 days warning – 24 weeks remaining – to order the replacement hens. 
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Figure 5: Results of a sensitivity analysis for the duration estimate. A random sample of 

1000 sets of parameters from within the 95% confidences contours (Draper and 

Smith,1998). Results suggest that while individual results may vary wildly, especially as 

one approaches the boundary of a confidence contour, the good news is that the mean 

value of 436 is relatively stable throughout the region.  
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